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ABSTRACT

Diagnostic systems have been developed for the measurement of the
electric and magnetic fields which arise from instabilities in the Berke
ley Multiple Mirror Experiment (MMX). Floating potential measurements
from an array of high-impedance probes are used to calculate electric field
fluctuations and E x B drifts associated with curvature-driven instabili

ties. A pair of compensated magnetic probes is used to measure magnetic
fluctuations associated with ballooning modes.

1 INTRODUCTION

The Berkeley Multiple Mirror is being used to study stability limits of
curvature-drivenhigh-/? ballooningmodes [[l]-[4]]. Finite ion Larmor radius
(FLR) effects appear to stabilize azimuthal modes m > 1, so that only
the m = 1 displacement mode is observed. FLR effects force the m = 1
mode to have a nearly rigid radial profile [[5]]. The diagnostics described
in this report are specifically designed for study of this mode, although
the techniques can be generalized to the study of higher azimuthal mode
numbers.

For the experiments reported here, an axisymmetric multiple mirror is
average-minimum-B stabilized by cusp fields at the ends of a variable num
ber of simple mirror cells. Theta pinch and Marshall gun sources inject
counter-streaming plasmas along a solenoid simultaneous with the applica
tion of the mirror and cusp fields (see Figure 1). The plasmas thermalize
to yield 1014 < n < 1015 cm'3 and 5 < T < 20 eV (/3 < 15%). Balloningin
stabilities are studied in the resulting transient (r « 40/xs) high-/? plasma.

1.1 Plasma centroid motion from ion saturation cur

rent measurements

The polar position of the center of the plasma distribution is determined
from measurements of ion saturation currents by an azimuthal array of

Langmuir probes (Figure 2). For T = Te = Tt the Bohm sheath criterion is



satisfied, and in the absence of flow the ion current is related to the density

by the equation:

U =*+—4— I1)
where Z = 1 for hydrogen, A is the probesurface area, vn = (SkT/irM) '
is the ion thermal speed, and i+(TtV9n) is the Laframboise correction to

the random ion flux [[7]]. The temperature is assumed uniform across the
plasma, and the density distribution is assumed to be gaussian:

n=n0exp| ^ +—^ j (2)

where (x, y) is the probe position, (x0, t/o) is the plasma centroid position,
and the plasma radius is given by r\ = rxry. Eccentricty oriented along
the x,y axes can be calculated from rx and ry. Because deviations from
the assumed gaussian profile can result in spurious eccentricities, rx and ry
are set equal to the plasma radius rp for calculation of the ra = 1 centroid
displacement. The plasma density profile is calculated from measurements
made by Langmuir probes at four different radii and fitted to a Gaussian
to determine rp (Figure 3).. The motion of the plasma is determined by
solving equations 2 for {x0,y0).

1.2 Observation of instabilities

By comparing the plasma centroid motion at different axial positions, we
can distinguish between flutelike and ballooning instabilities. Examples of
stable, flutelike, and ballooning behavior are shown in Figures 4- 6. Flute
instabilities have nearly uniform displacement along the axis, while balloon
ing instabilities are characterized by an axial variation in the displacement
mode amplitude.



2 ELECTRIC FIELD DETERMINATION

2.1 Model of electrostatic potential formation

We consider two causes of electric fields in the plasma: (1) a radial am-
bipolar field, and (2) a uniform field which results from charge drifts in
the curved magnetic field. The total potential is a superposition of the
potentials from each of these effects.

Diffusion in the multiple mirror givesrise to ambipolar potentials in two
ways. First, ambipolar diffusion parallel to B produces a positive potential
in the plasma due to the faster escape of electrons. Second, ion-ion radial
diffusion produces a potential minimum on axis, with a radially inward
electric field. Note that collisions between ions and electrons give rise to
radial diffusion, but do not cause charge separation and therefore do not
affect the radial potential profile.

It is shown in Appendix A that ion-ion diffusion in a uniform tempera
ture plasma will produce a potential profile which scales with density like
$ oc n2/r*. For a plasma expanding radially, r* oc n"2, so $ oc n4 and the
decay times r$ and rn arerelated by r* » rn/4. By contrast, radial electron
temperature differences would not decay with any functional relationship
to density.

In the sharp-boundary limit, the m = 1 instability has a dipole charge
distribution. This results in a uniform electric field E1 across the plasma,
so that the plasma moves almost rigidly. We assume that the diffuse-
boundary ballooning mode will also be have a rigid radial profile because
of FLR effects [[5]].

As the plasma (position r0 = (xo>3fo)) moves inside the stainless steel
chamber, image charges hold the potential fixed near the conducting wall.
Therefore the shape of the radial potential profile changes as the plasma
moves. This behavior is approximated by assuming that as the plasma
moves off-center, the change in potential at a fixed point differs from the

change due simply to translation of the profile by afactor f1 —^2 )» where
w is the wall radius. If the initially centered profile is parabolic:

$(r) = $0 + <"-2 (3)



then the change of potential at a fixed r due to plasma motion is:

A*(r)=(l-^)<r(|r-ro|J-ri!) (4)
Summing the initially centered potential profile, the change due to trans
lation, and the instability potential —E • r gives:

*(r) =$o +<rr2 +(l -^\a(\r - r5|2 - r2) -E (5)

Using eight probes arrayed as in Figure 7, and labelling the potentials at

each point by $1, $2>—»the equations above can be solved to give the m=l

electric field:

Note that if no wall were present we would expect:

Cdx "~ 2r2 ~~ 2rx

„ _ $8-$fi _ $4-$2
^V ~" 2r2 ~~ 2rx

(6)

(7)

The electric fields are used to calculate E x B drifts which are compared
with the plasma motion calculated from Langmuir probe ion saturation
current measurements.

2.2 Floating potential measurement

The electric field in the plasma is calculated from floating potential mea
surements in an array of high-impedance floating probes (Figure 7). Fig
ure 8 shows the time evolution of the ambipolar potential radial distribution



for a stable shot. A comparison of the potential difference between probes
at x = —1.0 and x = 0.0 cm with density reveals a dependence Van4
early in time, when radial diffusion is the dominant loss mechanism (Fig
ure 10). Later, as axial loss becomes more important, the dependence of
floating potential on density is weakened. This behavior, which is observed
consistently, confirms our model of a uniform-temperature plasma. The
measurements used to determine the electric field are made at small radii

(r < 2.0 cm) where the profile can be approximated by a parabola.
Figure 9 shows the radial potential profile along x for a flute-unstable

plasma. In this case, the instability has produced an electric field in the
—x direction, resulting in an E x B drift; in the —y direction since B is in
the —z direction in this experiment.

2.3 Experimental results
—» —*

The floating potential measurements are used to calculate an E x B drift ve
locity which is compared to the velocity obtained from the Langmuir probe
array measurements of Section 1.1. As shown in Figures 11-14, the two
measurements of plasma motion are in good agreement until the plasma
moves far off center, when neither method can be considered reliable be
cause of the low plasma densities at the probes.

It is hoped that the electric field measurement will prove more versa
tile than the ion-saturation current measurements in diagnosing plasma
instabilities. The electric field measurement should be less sensitive to the

shape of the equilibrium density profile, and to localized pertubations not
characteristic of the ra = 1 displacement mode. Evidence of this is seen
in Figure 11, where the velocity calcualted from the Langmuir probe array
drops suddenly to zero as the plasma moves away from the axis, probably
because of a sharper-than-gaussian profile. The ExB drift calculated from
the floating probe array reveals a gradual decay of the instability electric
field, which seems physically reasonable.



3 MAGNETIC FIELD MEASUREMENTS

Ballooning modes are characterized by axial variations of the mode am
plitude. In ideal MHD, the magnetic field lines move and bend with the
plasma, giving rise to a perturbed magnetic field B1 which is perpendicular
to Bo. For a background field B0 = 2 kGauss which is bent ~ 2 cm over a
length 100 cm, the perturbed magnetic field will be B1 ~ 40 Gauss. Each
component of this field can be measured and distinguished from the az-
imuthally symmetric background field using compensated magnetic probes
placed 180° apart.

3.1 Measurement of perturbed magnetic fields

The voltage induced in a magnetic probe with N loops of area A by a
time-varying B field is:

Each magnetic probe consists of 80 turns of wire at an average diameter
of .106 cm with a length of .5 cm (Figure 15). The calculated inductance
is L = 1.4/LtH, and is in agreement with measurements made on a Tek
tronix Type 130 L-C meter. The effective area NA is calculated to be
approximately 0.70 turns* cm2. The probes were calibrated by measuring
the voltage induced when placed in a solenoid with an oscillating magnetic
field:

V_
uB

The resulting calibration for the two probes used are:

NA = (9)

(JVAJj = .59 turns•cm2
(10)

[NA)2 = .57 turns •cm2

To compensate for the different probe calibrations, a voltage divider is used

to decrease the signal from probe #1:

—^— =*L (ii)
Ri + r2 .59 *• '



For R2 = 78ft, this gives Ri = 2.7ft, which is the value used in taking
data.

3.2 Experimental results

The measurements of the perturbed magnetic field are compared to the
plasma motion calculated from Langmuir probe measurements in order to
determine whether magnetic field line bending is produced by the mode
as predicted by ideal MHD theory. Figure 16 shows a comparison of per
turbed magnetic field and plasma motion for a flute-unstable plasma, which
should not have any associated magnetic perturbation. Figure 17 compares
the perturbed magnetic field and the plasma motion for a plasma stabilized
against flutes (ballooning). A good correlation between the magnetic per
turbation and the plasma motion is observed, indicating MHD ballooning.
However, the magnetic field perturbation decays after t ~ 50/iSec, indicat
ing finite resistivity.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The diagnostics described in this report have been used successfully to
measure E and B fields associated with curvature-driven MHD instabilities.

The E x B velocity of the plasma is in reasonable agreement with the
velocity calculated from derivitives of the plasma position as determined
from Langmuir probe measurements. The measured transverse magnetic
fields correlate well with the presence of ballooning modes, as expected
from MHD theory.



APPENDIX

A Floating potential due to diffusion

In order to justify our assumption of uniform temperature in the plasma,

we must show that the variations in floating potential in the plasma are due

to the existence of real space potential variations. The observed floating

potential profiles, in particular the scaling with density, can be explained by

the following model based on ambipolar diffusion. We assume a quasi-static

situation [4^ « Oj. Collisions between electrons and ions are naturally am
bipolar and do not give rise to radial electric fields. Radial ion-ion diffusion

does generate electric fields, and must be balanced by electron end loss to

preserve quasineutrality. Only these fluxes are considered in determining

the electric field. The electron momentum balance equation along z is:

0=—^ - enEz - rrieni/eivl (12)
dz

which yields the electron end flux:

6Ti i dn , v
r« —e, -j- (13)

The ion flux due to ion-ion diffusion in an azimuthally symmetric cylidri-

cal plasma is given by [[6]]:

F =5mk*!i. W- I--)r 8 %%r2dr L dr \rndr)
(14)



Using quasineutrality V • Te —V • P gives:

in ip npr 1dn I

) (15)

8no rdr \rdr [ dr \rndrj\)

For a given density profile, the potential can be determined by calcu
lating Ez and integrating along z. A precise calculation of the potential
profile requires sensitive knowledge of the density profile (accurate for four
derivatives). However, by letting ^ a l/rp, and J^ oc 1/L (and using
va oc l/gi oc n), the scaling of the radial dependence of Ez is Ez oc n2/r*.
Since $ is simply an integral along z of Ezy we also have $ oc n2/**4,- If
radial diffusion (resulting from e-i collisions) is the dominant loss process,
then n oc r~2 and $ a n4.

em
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Figure 7: Floating probe array.
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Figure 9: Floating potential profile for an unstable shot.
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Figure 10: Scaling of radial floating potential variation with density (Float
ing potential difference measured between x = 1.0 and x = 0.0 cm).
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Figure 13: Velocity calculated from Langmuir probe data (light) and float
ing probe data (dark) for a magnetic configuration stabilized against flutes
(ballooning behavior).
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